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VERTICAL BLIND FOR INTEGRATION INTO THE VENTUR

Vertical blind that can be elegantly integrated into the construction of the VENTUR.

This blind is purpose-built for the pergola VENTUR to shade the vertical spaces without affecting the clear visual appearance of the structure.

Available in two designs, VENTUR SIDE and VENTUR SIDE M.

Beauty in a very small space: The vertical blind is integrated into the pergola – with no visible box, straight contours and an integrated roller tube.

Sophisticated technical solution: Side seam guided cover. Stable shaft ø 100mm, thus reduced wrinkle formation. The revision cover can be detached, which makes a dismounting of the product for repairs unnecessary. Wind resistance up to 70 km/h.

VENTUR SIDE

- Standard colours for the frames according to HELLA Colour worlds
- Standard cover: SCREEN SATINE 5500
  Options: SOLTIS, TWILIGHT PEARL (available for a surcharge)
- Size limits for a single unit: maximum width x maximum height: 4500x3000 mm

VENTUR SIDE M

- Automatic locking of the front rail
- 35 mm cover adjustment in the side guide rails
- Standard colours for the frames according to HELLA Colour worlds
- Standard cover: SCREEN SATINE 5500
  Options: SOLTIS, TWILIGHT PEARL, CRISTAL (available for a surcharge)
- Size limits for a single unit: maximum width x maximum height: 6000x3000 mm

Subject to modifications.
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